ABSTRACT
Procedural storytelling offers immense promise for games to offer more reactive narrative experiences that feel more deeply tailored to players’ decisions. To date, interactive narrative systems have tended toward either a large emergent possibility space with less focus on narrative structure, or toward greater structure with smaller possibility spaces. In this paper, we introduce Lume, a system for procedural narrative generation that combines the best of these two approaches through a novel combinatorial scene architecture in which storytlet scenes are comprised of parameterized node-trees. We detail how the system works and discuss how it moves toward creating reactive interactive narratives that are both dynamic and coherent.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Driven by rising production costs and changing narrative models within the games industry [27], many developers are seeking procedural approaches to narratives within games. The Game Developers Conference over the last few years has seen both academics [18] and industry professionals alike [14] calling for the adoption of procedural narrative methods. Procedural storytelling offers immense promise, not only for generating large amounts of narrative content or as a cost-cutting measure, but also for games to achieve greater narrative agency, offering more reactive narrative experiences that feel more deeply tailored to players’ decisions. As a result, we have seen a rise in new approaches to procedural narrative across research communities in both academia and the games industry [29].

One approach to procedural narrative has proven to be particularly promising is what Max Kreminski and Noah Wardrip-Fruin call storytlet systems [12]. These are systems that treat narrative as a series of short vignettes ("storylets") that when taken together constitute a larger story. Games such as Reigns [23] or Fallen London [5] have proven that this approach can be successful, both critically and commercially.

Yet while these systems present great potential for harnessing the dynamism of procedural narrative, they struggle with the coherence of their narrative through-lines. Many of the games created using this model prioritize a quick cadence and a core design loop that focuses on the ludic pleasure of player stat-balancing more than on coherent, connected storytelling.

In an effort to improve this narrative coherence while maintaining the variety and player-driven strengths of emergent narrative, we propose Lume, a system for generating procedural narratives rooted in the storytlet model. Although still in development, our system presents a rule-based approach built in Prolog—a declarative programming language based in formal logic that acts as a built-in constraint solver for content selection. Each scene is selected from a pool of scenes deemed appropriate (through constraint satisfaction) to that point in the narrative. Parameterized fields for characters, events, and places are dynamically filled in based on the world state and any preconditions specified by the author. The text of each scene is also heavily parameterized, taking advantage of Prolog’s definite clause grammars (DCGs), which facilitate dynamic text generation based on the state of the world. Choices may be bespoke or may be assembled dynamically from conditional rules, and in turn their narrated feedback and outcomes may be bespoke or assembled as well. The system can build scenes that refer back to earlier choices or events using an optional recall phrase that binds to events using parameterized characters and objects.

While the algorithms we present here are not, on their surface, a radical departure from many standard applications of Prolog, including some used for static (i.e., non-interactive) story generation [24], we believe that our application of these ideas to the domain of interactive narrative, and the design of our system toward the goal of allowing more reactive character relationships and story moments, introduces a promising new technical design approach for interactive narratives. The contribution of this work is primarily in the narrative schema and authorial model that the Lume system uses to create interactive narratives.
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2 RELATED WORK

Much work on procedural narrative generation has approached the problem by applying various models of narrative from narratology research to generate completed stories [13]. While this research has yielded interesting results, many of the concerns and innovations in those systems are aimed at trying to generate completed (static) narratives with salient plots. Though plot is a useful and important element of rich storytelling, Lume’s goal is not to generate a plot arc autonomously, but rather to surface content strategically in response to player interaction. Thus the work done specifically in the space of interactive storylet approaches and procedural systems, and those that surface salient narrative based on player input, prove to be apt starting points for comparison.

One of the foundational academic descriptions of a procedural storylet system is Mark Bernstein and Diane Greco’s Card Shark [3], a system that “begins with a set of lexia1, all of which are connected to each other, and builds structure by removing unwanted connections” through a process that Bernstein and Greco term sculptural hypertext. The promise of sculptural hypertext—which Aaron A. Reed examines and folds into his broader definition of “sculptural fiction” [25]—is one of assembling a narrative through selection from a database. Yet Bernstein acknowledges,

Where a sculptural strategy has been employed in the past—most notably, perhaps, in Malloy’s (1993) *Its name was Penelope* and in Malloy and Marshall’s (1996) *Forward Anywhere*—it has been chosen in part to deemphasize temporal sequence and narrative structure (Golovchinsky and Marshall 2000). [16][17][7]

Bernstein and Greco cite earlier attempts at sculptural fiction whose selection process was largely random. Unlike these, however, Card Shark selects eligible lexia based on the state of the world—that is, it selects relevant content—and presents all of those relevant options to the reader, who then decides which lexia to visit next. This approach forces readers to strategize about their own traversal through the work, making a decision as to which content they would like to experience next. In contrast, our system presents a more hand-crafted structure of nodes—such as the plot structures common to action/adventure games, hypertext fiction and hypermedia, and choose-your-own-adventure books—and a more procedural simulation approach that encourages emergent narrative, such as those found in sim games, virtual worlds, or the narrative created in the recounting of a sport or eSport match. Their technical approach to *Facade* sought to find a middle ground between these extremes through a drama management system that selects fine-grained narrative beats appropriate to particular narrative contexts. While *Facade* is widely recognized as a successful experiment in very reactive narrative, the cast was very contained, thus beats were not parameterized to be applicable to multiple characters in multiple narrative contexts. In contrast, parameterized beats applicable to a larger cast was one of the major design goals of *Prom Week* [21]. Yet while it was successful in creating dynamic emergent narrative events, these events lacked a clear, recognizable narrative structure. Our system aims to take from the best of both approaches, using parameterization that makes content more applicable and reusable across different points in the narrative, but also provides the narrative structure to offer stronger signaling of causal relationships.

The idea of building a parameterized storylet system is promising, and research into storylet systems is being pursued on multiple fronts. StoryAssembler [6] is an exciting approach that, like Lume, selects parameterized storylets from a pool of content. However, StoryAssembler uses a hybrid-planning approach (in contrast to our bottom-up logic-programming approach) that is organized around explicit authorial goals, using the concept of goal as a global mechanism for authorial control over narrative progression. As Lume remains an ongoing research project, there will be interesting future work to determine how much additional content-selection scaffolding is needed in practice to formulate satisfying narratives. Our early intuition is that these different approaches will likely yield different characteristics from those of the narratives themselves.

3 NARRATIVE MODEL

Our concept of narrative is derived from a popular theory of narrative practitioners, conceiving of narrative as a series of interconnected moments [22]. Whether creators organize these moments into scenes, beats, film shots, or pages, we experience narrative linearly in discrete moments. We expect these moments to feature consistent characters, and to be related causally. These expectations are so strong that consumers of emergent narrative will often read causality into sequential moments, even where none is explicitly shown or modeled [28].

In general, storylet systems promise an alternative to hand-crafted branching plots and emergent simulated plots. The narrative vignettes themselves may be as well-formed as the author likes, while the procedural combination of these vignettes can lead to the emergence of overarching narrative arcs. The creation of a well-formed narrative arises from selecting appropriate moments into appropriate slots, and the more specific the selected narrative scenario is to the current world-state, the more reactive the narrative should feel to the player’s input.

Our hope for the Lume system is to strike a balance between what we call narrative dynamism, the feeling that what is happening is one of many paths that could have been taken, and narrative coherence, the feeling that narrative events are developing causally.

---

1Lexia is the commonly-accepted term within the hypertext community for a node, often a passage of text, that is linked to other passages.
4 SCENE NODE-TREES

“Scenes” are the units of narrative moment we use as our storylets. The Lume system offers a hybrid approach in which individual scenes constitute node trees, but the selection of the scene to be displayed next is left up to the system. By building on the capabilities of logic programming approaches to content selection, we are able to construct a coherent narrative through a series of moments appropriate to the given context. In addition, we parameterize several elements of the selected scenes themselves in an effort to allow both content reuse in more places, and (more importantly) a greater sense of narrative reactiveness, as more content is able to be catered to the player’s past decisions. Thus the narrative experience is shaped by logical rules authored by creators, but the actual narrative experience emerges from the player’s decisions.

4.1 Base Nodes

Each scene has a Base Node as its root. The constraints of the base node must be satisfied in order for the scene to be eligible for selection (and child nodes may impose additional constraints). All base nodes contain the following components:

4.1.1 Preconditions. Preconditions are the rules that must be satisfied in order for a scene to become eligible for display. Preconditions are specified by narrative designers. Examples of preconditions include:

- Player is in The Woods
- It is morning
- A cautious NPC is in your party
- The player just changed locations
- The player has killed an NPC
- A Traumatic Event has occurred

4.1.2 Bindings. Since scenes are authored in a parameterized manner that leaves slots to be filled by narrative features such as characters, places, or flags. These bindings allow each slot to attach to specific eligible objects in the game world. For example, a scene’s preconditions may specify that a scene takes place between the player and an NPC in the party. The system would then try to use Sara (and then Mehmet, and Alice, etc.) as a candidate character for the NPC binding slot for this scene. It may succeed with some, all, or none of the candidates, and will return scene trees for all successful binding sets and then select one. If a scene has binding requirements, and the bindings cannot be satisfied by available characters/objects, the scene will be ineligible. Bindings particularly leverage Prolog’s constraint-solving capabilities: given the current state of the world and the constraints specified, Lume will automatically try all candidate objects in each slot, trying to build viable nodes and trees that work.

4.1.3 Instructions. Instructions are the output of the scene, either in the form of display text, functional tags, or markup to be interpreted and used by other engines. Instructions may be simple strings of static text, but in practice, the system is most powerful when instructions take the form of DCGs (Prolog’s definite clause grammars) which allow for text to be generated dynamically. Bindings may be passed into an instruction’s DCGs to modify the text dynamically. An example instruction:

```
Instructions = [NPC1, "never loved that ", [insultnoun, foolish], ", NPC2 ]
```

might be presented as “Sara never loved that oaf Ralph” if Sara is bound to NPC1 and Ralph is bound to NPC2, and “oaf” is one of the possible expansions of [insultnoun, foolish].

4.1.4 Postconditions and the Event List. Postconditions change the state of the world in response to the scene presented. In our system, “state” is stored as a single long list of events that have occurred in the world, and a scene’s postconditions operate by appending events to this Event List. No state exists outside of this event list. Using this approach, we track not only the current state of the world, but also all of the previous states and events. Thus we can search the list for the most likely event to have caused major relationship changes for or for any similar turning point. We can then refer back to these moments using Recall Phrases.

4.1.5 Recall Phrases (optional). Recall phrases generated by a scene are sections of markup text that refer back to the events that took place in that scene. We might want to refer to a moment in which a major relationship change happened, a character died, a building burned down, or any other significant story event. Recall phrases
allow us to query the system not just for a particular major event (e.g., the time you killed John), but for any event that fits a designer’s criteria (e.g., the last time X’s opinion of you changed for the worse).

In practice, different characters will refer to past events in different contexts, some positive and some negative. To handle these different tones, the system supports long (default), short, and negative recall phrases. For example, if the house burns down, we would attach recall phrases to that scene:

- Long recall: the house burned down
- Short recall: the fire
- Negative recall: you let the house burn down

An author might then write “Sarah mumbles, ‘Things haven’t been the same between us since [ShortRecall]. “ The author can then link Recall to a time in which a major event lowered your relationship with Sarah. If the player has seen the fire scene, the line will replace “Things haven’t been the same between us since the fire.” If, however, a different major event lowered your relationship, Sarah might instead say “Things haven’t been the same since the affair.” If the line calls for a more aggressive accusation, we might choose to use the negative recall instead: “Forgive!? Of course I can’t forgive; [you let the house burn down]!”

Recall phrases are entered by a human author, but may be further parameterized by DCGs (see section on DCGs below). They may be attached to a base node (“that time the church flooded”) or may be attached to choice nodes (“that time you chose to leave George in the flood”) or other child nodes.

4.2 Choice Nodes

In addition to base nodes, scenes may optionally contain choices for the player to make. Each choice and its subsequent feedback to the player is contained within a choice node. Choice nodes have all of the same components as base nodes—preconditions, bindings, instructions, postconditions, and optional recall phrases—with some slight distinctions, detailed below.

4.2.1 Preconditions. Choice nodes may have their own preconditions that must be satisfied in order for this particular choice to be presented to a player within the Scene. Unlike base nodes, if a choice node’s preconditions are not met, it does not necessarily invalidate the Scene’s eligibility (see section on Scene Eligibility).

4.2.2 Bindings. Bindings are inherited from the base node, but choice nodes may specify additional bindings if needed. (These are inherited in turn by any children of this choice node.)

4.2.3 Choice Text. This is the text displayed to the player before a choice is selected.

4.2.4 Instructions. A choice node’s instructions are presented/executed if the player selects this choice. They usually take the form of feedback text offered to the player.

4.2.5 Postconditions. A choice’s postconditions are applied after the player makes this particular choice (e.g., Penny’s relationship with the player increases by a large amount as you chose to rescue her from the burning garage), whereas a base node’s postconditions apply no matter what choice is selected (the garage has been destroyed).

4.2.6 Recall phrase. Recall phrases attached to choice nodes refer back to the exact choice a player made in a given situation. Though recall events may be applied to any node, they are most powerful when attached to choice nodes.

4.3 Continuation Nodes

Continuation nodes are used when the scene continues without a player choice. Continuation nodes may have any of the other node components. One useful way to use them is to specify multiple continuation node children, and to attach preconditions to each based on things like characters present in a party, flags raised by other scenes, etc., to branch the scene based on context. Another useful application is to place die-roll preconditions on continuation node children to add variability and unpredictability to outcomes after a choice.

4.4 Scene Eligibility

Scenes are eligible if the preconditions of the base node are met and any specified bindings can be filled. Whenever a scene node has choice nodes as children, at least two of those children must be valid for the node itself to be valid (i.e., the choice nodes’ preconditions are satisfied and bindings can be filled). Likewise, if a node has continuation node children, at least one child must be valid for the parent to be valid (see Fig. 2).

A node-tree is viable if the following are true:

1. All child nodes of any given node are of the same type
2. If a node has choice node children, it is only viable if at least two children are viable
3. If a node has continuation node children, it is only viable if at least one child is viable

5 SCENE SELECTION RULES

Scenes are drawn at random from the list of currently viable scenes, and authors may add preconditions to make certain scenes viable only in a particular context. However, Lume does have some built-in mechanisms to assist with scene selection and repetition suppression:

Figure 2: Eligibility in scene node-trees. This is a valid scene, because at least one continuation or at least two choice nodes are available at each level, thus a viable scene can be presented.
6 INCREASING PROCEDURALITY WITHIN SCENES

While the Lume system offers highly variable plot structures through the ability to pull appropriate scenes from the pool of eligible scenes in any given moment, the true power of the Lume system comes from the fact that many elements of scenes are parameterized. Parameterized character bindings (see section on Bindings) are extremely powerful when combined with conditional generative text. This section discusses additional features that increase combinational potential within scenes.

6.1 Definite Clause Grammars

The Lume system takes advantage Prolog’s built-in Definite Clause Grammars (DCGs), which offer a means to implement context-sensitive grammars. Context-sensitive grammars are able to carry out all of the functions of context-free grammars—structures widely used in other successful text-generation tools [26], [4]—while also allowing for more specific expansions of text based on context-specific information. In practice, this means that Lume authors can provide preconditions for text-expansions that allow for text to be expanded in certain ways if certain conditions are met.

Additionally Lume allows for certain DCGs to override others, giving authors the opportunity to impose hierarchy and specify which DCGs they would prefer to be expanded if certain conditions are met. For example, an author could specify that a [Greeting] by default expands to either the phrase “Hi.” or the phrase “Hello.” But if the [Greeting] is performed by an AngryCharacter, override those expansions with “How could you do this?”

By default, eligible DCG terminals are selected at random with an equal distribution. Thus in our example above “Hi,” and “Hello,” would have equal chance of selection. Authors can “weight” the expansions in certain directions by adding die rolls as preconditions.

As with other text-generation tools, DCGs can also combine to make up other DCGs. Thus we could also author [SayName] to expand to “My Name is [CharName]” or “I go by [CharName]” and then author the DCG [Introduction] to expand to the combination of [[Greeting],[SayName]].

6.2 Pronoun Replacement and Point of View

To further parameterize the content of scenes, Lume implements a pronoun replacement system that allows authors to write text (with markup) that is more broadly applicable to multiple character bindings. Thus rather than authoring

“John killed Jane! She had it coming.”

the author would instead write

NPC1, “ killed ”, NPC2, “ ”, NPC2, “ had it coming.”

The system interprets that in this case, NPC2 is a woman and substitutes the appropriate pronouns. Note that the first time NPC2 is called, it expands to NPC’s name, and the second time, it expands to a pronoun. In the case in which the bindings are reversed, and NPC1 is Jane and NPC2 is John, the pronouns substitute appropriately.

Additionally the Lume system implements a dialogue function that takes the speaker into account. Thus, if we pass the same marked up sentence into some dialogue in which John is saying the line, he will appropriately declare:

“I killed Jane. She had it coming.”

This functionality is particularly useful for recall functions, in which authors can specify “Player killed NPC2” and different characters might approach the player with an accusation “We all know [you killed Jane]” or the player might come upon two characters gossiping “Did you hear [John killed Jane]?” The pronoun and point of view functionalities ensure that one piece of content can be used in as many places as possible, increasing the potential for content reuse to limit authorial burden.

7 CREATING REACTIVE NARRATIVES

The potential for highly reactive narratives in Lume comes from the interplay between the several combinatorial aspects of the system:

(1) At the scene level, scenes are selected to showcase the most relevant scene to the player at that moment in the story.

(2) Character dialogue within a scene is written in DCGs, thus is able to be highly dynamic. The lines themselves may have preconditions that ensure the most relevant line is selected for the current moment.

(3) Character dialogue may also utilize recall phrases to surface players’ past decisions. So rather than “We question your leadership,” the player might see “What kind of leader are you? You left Jane to die!” or with different events leading up to this scene, “What kind of leader are you? You stole John’s dearest possession!” These can easily be authored into a scene’s normal DCG dialogue.

(4) The decisions presented to players within a scene can also have preconditions, thus are highly dynamic and customizable to specific circumstances.

(5) Follow-up scenes may be specified by the author or left up to the system for selection.

These elements, taken with the apophenia that leads players to overestimate causal connections in emergent narratives even...
when none are specifically modelled [28], present fertile ground for narratives to feel highly reactive.

### 7.1 Example Scene

Let us suppose we want to tell a simple story over three scenes that involves:

1. A dramatic incident
2. A reckoning incident
3. A consequence incident

For our dramatic incident we might have a list of scenes to choose from. For a simple example, suppose two of these are:

1. Flood Scenario
2. Attacked Scenario

The flood scene base node would be authored with the following fields:

- **Preconditions**: There is an NPC in your party (NPC1)
- **Bindings**: NPC1 should be attached to the history of this event
- **Instructions**: [Description of flood], [NPC Reaction]

The descriptions in brackets under the Instructions field demonstrate descriptions that would exist as DCGs. This text is dynamically adapted so the description of the flood will be varied on each play. The NPC reaction could similarly be authored to feel appropriate to the NPC that binds to this scenario.

We want this scene to have two choices: leave NPC1 behind, or attempt a rescue (which, for the sake of simplicity of this example, is doomed to fail). Each choice is authored as a child node. The first child node (abandon our companion), has the following fields:

- **Preconditions**: (none)
- **Bindings**: (NPC1 is inherited, no new bindings)
- **Choice Text**: ‘Leave’, NPC1
- **Instructions**: [Description of leaving], [NPC Reaction]
- **Postconditions**: NPC1 leaves your party; your relationship with NPC1 decreases
- **Recall phrase**: “You abandoned”, NPC1, “during the flood”

The second child node (attempt a rescue) has the following fields:

- **Preconditions**: (none)
- **Bindings**: (NPC1 is inherited, no new bindings)
- **Choice Text**: ‘Attempt a rescue”
- **Instructions**: [Description of rescue attempt], [NPC Reaction]
- **Postconditions**: NPC1 dies Recall phrase: NPC1, “died during the flood”

See Fig. 3 for a representation of the scene tree.

The process for authoring a scene in which our party is attacked by wolves would follow a similar format. If both scenes are tagged as a “dramatic scene” in their scene ID, the system will select one of the scenes.

### 7.2 Follow-Up Scenes and Emergent Narrative

As the player continues to experience the narrative, follow-up scenes can use preconditions to build on previous narrative experiences. Fig. 4 demonstrates how leaving our companion in the flood provides context for future follow-up scenes. We might author the following reckoning scene in which some character is angry at us about something:

- **Preconditions**: You have recently decreased relationship with an NPC
- **Bindings**: That NPC should be attached to the history of this event (NPCa)
- **Instructions**: [NPCa expresses anger over [Recall negative event]]

In this case, we (the players) have recently upset Alice, so this scene is a good candidate for selection. Alice will approach us, tell us—in a way specific to Alice—that she is upset and we will attach the description of that event. The player would see an aggressive Alice ask some variation of “[How could you?!][You abandoned me during the flood]!” using the recall event we attached to that incident and with the appropriate pronouns to express that recall phrase from her point of view.

Fig. 5 demonstrates an alternate path to the same scene with angry Alice. This time, the system has selected that our dramatic scene is one in which your party is attacked by wolves. A companion comes to us later and we ask him not to tell Alice. This might immediately lower our relationship with Alice even though she is not in the scene and attach its own recall description to that event. The system might still pick the angry scene because we have had a drop in relationship. Alice approaches, this time with the appropriate recall.

There are some interesting things to note about this second scenario: we have reused the angry NPC scenario with no additional authoring and it has still yielded a narratively interesting result. Additionally, we did not model Bob telling Alice what happened; from the system’s perspective the angry scene was selected in the second example purely because Alice’s relationship decreased. But through DCGs we could potentially offer explicitly that Bob told Alice or leave that information off completely and let the player infer whether that happened. Finally, this angry NPC scene could just as easily bind to another character. If the player upset Bob recently, she might instead experience Bob approaching her, upset with her recent action.

While stories larger than 3 scenes require more robust rule-scaffolding to yield well-formed narratives across more complicated structures, this small example demonstrates excellent early results, and the system easily allows for the addition of these rules.

### 8 DISCUSSION

The primary goal of the Lume system is to strike a balance between narrative dynamism, the feeling that what’s happening is one of many paths that could have been taken, and narrative coherence, the feeling that narrative events are causally following from player actions or logical NPC reactions. Several of Lume’s features—and especially the combination of these features—offer fruitful steps toward these goals.

#### 8.1 Toward Narrative Dynamism

8.1.1 Narrative Dynamism Through Scene Selection: Lume narratives are inherently dynamic, in that they are comprised of scenes that will always appear in different orders with different characters within them, given a large enough content pool. This architecture
means that authors must take care to impose their own narrative scaffolding.

8.1.2 Narrative Dynamism Through DCGs: DCGs ensure that players are seeing varied content on each-playthrough. Well-formed DCGs can support huge combinations of possible text output, and the context-specific nature of Prologs DCGs mean that expansions can be tailored to current game circumstances.

8.1.3 Narrative Dynamism Through Conditional Choices: Preconditions on choice nodes mean that players may be presented with different choices in different contexts. Yet because of the nature of the content selection mechanisms, we do not have to worry that more choices will necessarily lead to greater authorial burden.

8.2 Toward Narrative Coherence

8.2.1 Narrative Coherence Through Bindings: A careful combination of bindings and preconditions allows us to construct coherent narratives. In particular, bindings allow us to have narrative throughlines that provoke causality in the player’s mind. Bindings allow us to fill the appropriate character, place, or event into a narrative moment based on the current world state.

8.2.2 Narrative Coherence Through Control Flow: In a well-formed narrative, one scene is the logical outcome of another, and indeed there may be places where authors want to specify that if X happens, Y should happen in response. Lume gives authors control of the flow of narrative on a variety of explicitspecificities by allowing authors to:

- **Directly control which scene should fire next**
- **Specify that the next scene should be from certain content pools**
- **Specify that a scene from a certain pools should fire in the next X turns**
- **Indirectly steer toward certain scene relationships by authoring post-conditions to feed into other scenes’ preconditions**
- **Indirectly steer flow through general scene priority**

8.2.3 Narrative Coherence Through Recall Phrases: Recall phrases are useful devices to remind players that their decisions have changed the world, and changed characters’ perceptions of them. This feature directly highlights the causal relationships in the narrative, and gives players a sense that their actions have caused the current narrative events. The fact that recall phrases are dynamic furthers the feeling of a deeply-tailored narrative experience.

8.2.4 Narrative Coherence Through Knowledge Representation: We have developed a set of rules and DCGs that allow characters to refer to other characters with generic tags if they don’t know them. Thus characters could be “the man” or even “the man who [attacked us in the woods]” until he introduces himself as Robert. The knowledge representation capabilities are outside of the scope of this paper, but present interesting and promising future work.

8.2.5 Narrative Coherence Through Conditional Text Generation: In addition to DCGs offering a large possibility space for dynamic content, their context-specific nature means that we can ensure the most relevant expansion occurs. Thus our characters might speak in text that is specific to that character’s voice, or might offer different reactions altogether based on their mood, the players’ relationship, or a status. Locations might contain generic descriptions to be overridden by current story details. Narrations of different events might change based on the mood of the narrator. And so on.

8.3 Authoring Considerations in Lume

The authors of this paper have worked as professional narrative and technical designers at influential games and interactive narrative studios such as Telltale Games, Ubisoft, 2K Games, Radical Entertainment, Eastgate Systems, Sonderlust Studios, and the Expressive Intelligence Studio at UC Santa Cruz. The creation of Lume has largely grown out of the needs we found to be unaddressed with various systems at these organizations. A recurring theme has been a desire for a node-based system that accommodates greater levels of genuine dynamism—the absence of which is a critique often leveled at games created with the Telltale Tool—while maintaining narrative coherence. While we have not conducted a user-study to address whether the system does what we need—largely because such a study would not be able to determine such without a greater amount of authored content than is currently available—our experiences as seasoned authors have given us insights into the pros and cons of using the system so far.

Having authored in several interactive narrative systems, we find the qualitative experience of designing narratives in Lume to have different considerations than authoring from a choice-based perspective in a tool like the Telltale Tool or Ink or Twine or Storyspace. Those systems follow a pattern in which authors are generally writing in branches. Authoring in Lume feels more like authoring decks of cards, with many of the same design insights being applicable:

- Narratives only become interesting once there is a critical mass of cards to choose from.
- Narratives feel as coherent as the rules that govern them. Clean, coherent bucketing of scenes leads to greater coherence.
- Narratives are more dynamic with more content to select from
The most interesting scenes are the rare ones. The more conditions that must be met for a scene to fire, the more exciting it feels when it does.

Lume has shown potential for great narrative coherence, with the trade-off being that additional design effort must go into ensuring that rules, bindings, and control flow uphold that coherence. Lume has also shown potential for great dynamism, with the trade-off being that additional authoring effort is required. In addition to writing alternate scenes to fulfill the same narrative function, we find that in practice alternate DCG expansions should contain variations on form as well as variations on content to avoid feeling stilted, as though madlibs have been dropped in. Thus, in order to achieve both dynamism and coherence, the authorial burden is nontrivial.

We should also restate the we do not claim that Lume is the first system to offer the features detailed in this section. Other systems have conditional choices, such as Inkle games [9] or King of Dragon Pass [1]; Facade [20], and particularly Prom Week [21] make heavy use of recall phrases; dynamism through binding is a feature in StoryAssembler [6], Prom Week, and many HTN-based story generators. Instead, we believe that the particular way we have combined these features has potential for creating interesting narratives.

9 FUTURE WORK

While Lume offers first-results toward highly-tailored player experiences, it also raises interesting questions about best practices for designing within such a system. Currently Lume exists in a prototype phase that, while functional for creating the kinds of experiences detailed above, is extremely unfriendly for use by non-expert authors. Additionally, while capabilities for quests, knowledge representation systems, and dynamic nemeses are all present in the system currently, design best-practices for these features require a more systemic approach to narrative design that remains untested in terms of usability for non-expert narrative designers.

Lume is currently being used to develop a full-scale narrative game, and we anticipate that many fascinating future questions will arise from that process.
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